Specification Sheet
Press Scheduler
A Fully Automated Scheduling of Critical Presses and
Employee Resources. Eliminates Hours of
Costly, Manual Scheduling Every Day!

Designed for use where press
work is the primary constraint
on schedules, this unique
program allows each estimator
to have the job automatically
loaded to the schedule when the
work order is printed!

Every morning, simply print out the daily schedule by
hitting a single key. Each Press Resource Schedule
identifies the Job to be worked on, the estimated start and
stop times, remaining time
and lunch breaks.
The on-screen and printed
Gantt Display permits a
rapid review of each
employees’ schedule as
well as providing daily
scrolling capability from
day to day and hour to
hour on a real-time basis.

When management then
reviews the schedule for each
employee, they may alter,
remove or add additional time
to the schedule, on demand.

The Work-in-Process
listing permits
management to rapidly
identify any jobs which
have exceeded their due
dates. This particular
screen also doubles as a safety net by identifying
any job which is past due and has not been
invoiced, thus eliminating the possibility of a job
being removed from the plant without proper
documentation and/or invoicing!

A typical Bar Chart identifying
the work load of an employee
provides immediate insight into

The GraphiTech Press Scheduler is a unique and

the over time of the employee and the level of loading on
each press for the week. And a Bar Chart is available for
each employee resource.
systematic approach to
the problems of
scheduling. And best of
all, it is fully automated
and totally affordable!
Order Today. It is
compatible with both
Professional and Digital
Estimating programs.
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Press Scheduler

GraphiTech’s Millennium Press Scheduler is an extremely
user friendly, highly sophisticated Critical Path and
Resource Limiting Scheduling System.

